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U.S. Paint   
    

        Basecoats & Topcoats
®

  
    
   Currently stocked in two shades: Fall Tan and Galaxy Black. With an 
   unlimited dip window basecoats work great with the water transfer 
   printing on everything from automotive interiors, firearms,to all-
   terrain vehicles. The Direct To Plastic (DTP) basecoats are 1k, air or forced
   -air dry products that are designed to stick directly to TPO, PP, ABS, glass 
   filled resins, treated aluminum and many other substrates.

  Insignia Soft Touch ES (4-7 Gloss) PK3101
   A combination of toughness and a smooth soft feel, gives this coating a unique 
   place in the market. Its durability and ease of use allows it to be used for most 
   any applications where a soft feel is desired. A two-component polyester based 
   Soft Touch clear coat that passes 30 minutes with 100% Deet and other corrosive 
   solvents.

  Enhanced Low Gloss Clear (5-10 Gloss) Kits AF3072
   Designed for the power sports industry, this clear gives a very smooth surface while 
   bringing along great UV protection and long term weatherability for products that 
   will be exposed to the elements. With high sag resistance and the ability to quickly 
   build film thickness, it’s an easy clear to apply. 

Flat Clear (1-3 Gloss) Kit AF3089
    Developed with the firearm and bow markets in mind, this clear has great 
    chemical and wear resistance while giving the desired flat appearance.

High Solids Clear (90+ Gloss) Kit J3507
   A high solids clear that has a gloss level that leaves the part with a wet 
   appearance. The high solids means it will build film quickly while being 
   sag and run resistant due to tailoring of the formula. It’s designed to 
   be sandable and buffable to help ensure a beautiful part.
  

DTP Plus Basecoats  
  


